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“All models are wrong but some are useful” - George Box.
 Disease spread mechanisms can be complex but we typically only have data from detected cases
 Suitable Models help to quantify “silent” spread and enable risk based decision making e.g. on
 Areas to vaccinate
 Whether to cull on suspicion or confirmation
 Movement restriction or isolation
 To prepare Scotland and the UK against livestock disease threats, EPIC is developing suites of tools
to better extract information from historical outbreaks and improve evidence to policy

Examples of applications
Classical Swine Fever (CSF) in
East Anglia, UK
In 2000, CSF was introduced in a commercial pig farm in Suffolk and
successively spread into 15 pigs farms in East Anglia. The outbreak of
CSF lasted for 3 month despite large scale mitigation procedures.
EPIC developed novel analytic tools to extract outbreak characteristics
despite the small size of the outbreak. These characteristics were:
Infection risk related to initial case (red)

 An estimate of the length of time it
took in 2000 to detect an infected
farm;
 An estimate of when farms become
infected;
 An estimate of the risk of infection for
each farm based on their location.

High Pathogenic Avian Influenza
(HPAI) in Iowa, USA
The 2015 outbreak of HPAI in the U.S. affected 21 States
and resulted in the depopulation of more than 50 million commercial
birds. With more than 80% of bird losses, Iowa bore the brunt of the
outbreak.
EPIC worked together with the US department of Agriculture to better
understand how this virus was able to spread so dramatically during this
outbreak. Models were developed to characterise the disease spread
Together these information allowed EPIC to better understand what
happened, produce maps of high risk of disease spread and assess the
quality of surveillance procedures in detecting infection.
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These characteristics were used to clarify expectation of time CSF will
spread before detection and helped define areas at higher risk of
generating outbreaks in the UK.

Mathematical models can help make sense of data from livestock
disease outbreaks and inform better control

